STUDENTS EVALUATION RESULTS

66.7% of students love collaborating on this eTwinning project because they say that they enjoyed and
learnt a lot. 33.3% of students say that they like and enjoyed collaborating in this eTwinning project.
Nobody finds this project boring.

According to the question which task they enjoy the most, there are different kinds of answers.
Most of them like motivating activities such as games, online games, riddles, quizzlet, the spinner game,
the scratch game “looking for eTwinnio”, Halloween experiments, the scaperoom, the NASA mission,
drawing, designing logos,… However, there are other activities they say they like such as the periodic
table, investigating about women scientist, learning about Marie Curie life.

94.1% of students answer that the project helped them learn the periodic table.

To the question, how they would define eTwinnio, we show their answers. Most of them are great.

39.2% of students think that they experienced positive emotions while practising mindfulness,
37.3% of students say that they have improved their attention and concentration and 21.6% of
them feel very relaxing while they practice mindfulness.

Most of students, 64.7% of them, have improved their knowledge of women scientist and
Marie Curie, 21.6% of them consider that they have learnt quite a lot however 13.7% of
students say that they have learnt only a little.

70.6% of students have learnt about all the apps used in this project which were unknown by
them. 19.6% of students say that they knew most of the online tools used in this project and
9.8% of students consider that they didn’t learn about any app used in this project because they
have used them before.

According to the question about the competences students have improved with this Project,
the answers are quite good because all the competences have been included in the project and
students consider that they have improved all of them. However the one that have been more
improved are: learning to learn, digital competence, science and foreign language.

This Project has helped students increase their interest in science. 84.3% of students consider
this fact. Only 13.7% of students think that the project has contribute to increase just a little
their interest in science.

To the question about the most influential feature in researching the inspiring lives of scientists,
these have been the answers:

ANALYSIS, REFLEXION AND IMPACT
Most of students like and love collaborating on this eTwinning project because they say that they
enjoyed and learnt a lot. They like motivating activities such as games, online games, riddles, quizzlet,
the spinner game, the scratch game “looking for eTwinnio”, Halloween experiments, the scaperoom, the
NASA mission, drawing, designing logos,… However, there are other activities they say they also like
such as the periodic table, investigating about women scientist, learning about Marie Curie life, in fact,
the project helped students learn the periodic table.
Along this project, through periodic table, through Marie Curie’s life, through women scientist through
mindfulness, through emotions … teachers have tried that students discover the eTwinnio element:
Marie Curie as well as other women scientists transmit energy because they are references for women,
they love their job and they work hard in their investigation and if you love what you do, you feel
happy and you can make others happy; mindfulness also provides love, calm, peace and it helps
improve concentration and attention; collaboration connects people and countries and positive
emotions exist in any state. At the end of this project, students should have collect all this conclusion
and discover this element which we have called eTwinnio. Although students give different definition
about what eTwinnio is, in general, students have understood the eTwinnio meaning.

In fact, most of students have improved their attention and concentration as well as they have
experienced positive emotions while practicing mindfulness.
They have also improved their knowledge of women scientist and Marie Curie, they have
improved their digital competences through the online tools used in this project and they have
improved all the key competences which have been included in this project.
The results show that this project has had a good impact in students because it has helped
students increase their interest in science and many features in researching the inspiring lives
of scientist have influenced them, features such as the effort, the love for science, going on
despite the difficulties…

STUDENTS SELF EVALUATION

According to the students self-evaluation results, in general, students say that they have
collaborated and they have shown a good initiative, they have participated and collaborated in
most activities, as well as in the forum. They consider that little by little, they have improved
their digital competences using some digital tools as well as the TwinSpace.
They say that they have been motivated and they have shown interest in the different tasks and
according to the knowledge they consider that they identify most of the aspects worked on this
project.

